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How can we make biofuels
more climate-friendly?
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What is the difference between biofuels and fossil fuels?

Biofuels are made out of modern-day plants. Fossil fuels are made out of plants (and animals) 
that lived thousands of years ago, died, decomposed, and were compressed and turned into 
fossil fuels like crude oil, natural gas or coal.

Why are the most commonly used biofuels not very climate-friendly?

Because it can take more energy (usually from fossil fuels) to make them than they produce. Many 
of them release almost as much or more greenhouse gases than their fossil fuel counterparts.

Why are the grasses we tested better candidates for biofuel production? What did we do different 
than other growers of biofuel crops?

First, we selected perennial grasses, which have an extensive root system, store lots of carbon 
underground, and can regrow from stubble. Second, we tried to minimize greenhouse gas 
emissions from the agricultural stage by reducing the amount of water as well as soil disturbance.

What other problems can you imagine for fuels made from plants (most of them food plants)?

In cases of limited agricultural space, they can compete with  growing food! This is a problem 
if agricultural space is limited. Research has shown that the increase in biofuel crop production 
raised costs of food (like corn) in many places, which is a problem in poorer countries that 
depend on these staples to be affordable. However, species such as napiergrass can be grown in 
degraded soils where food crops may have difficulties or in environments where the continuous 
tillage required for most food crops is not desired. Biofuels produced by the crops are also needed 
by the community.  Therefore, each community must find a balance for what works for them. 

For more info, check out this video from National Geographic: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQBw9JsBnI4
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Can you think of ways toreduce this problem and also make biofuels more environmentally 
friendly?

Biofuels could be made (and actually are being made!) from agricultural waste – this means we 
could still grow food, but turn the parts of the plants that are not eaten into fuel instead. Also, 
some biofuels, like biodiesel, can be made from used cooking oil, also a waste product. Finally, 
researchers are working on other ways to produce biofuels from materials that are not grown 
on agricultural fields, such as growing algae in tanks or growing biofuel crops on non-prime 
agricultural land (abandoned, degraded lands).

Can you think of other examples where the term “bio” or “green” makes a product sound more 
environmentally friendly than it actually is? (This process is called “greenwashing”).

Actually, you can find examples everywhere, so it’s always worth a deeper look. Some common 
examples are: 

- “clean coal”: while it is true that there are cleaner and dirtier versions of coal, ultimately coal 
is a highly polluting, greenhouse gas-emitting fuel.

- “100% natural”meat from factory farms (or other products that are natural, but produced 
in ways that harm the environment more than necessary. 

- “Green” cleaning products that have bleach or unnecessarily harsh chemicals. 

- “recyclable” paper products: all paper products can be recycled. More environmentally 
friendly paper products have “recycled” fibers in them. 

- “Pure and natural”disposable diapers still have tons of chemicals in them and do not 
decompose, so they are instead filling up our landfills.
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